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Or…..What do I do with this patient??

• Long term patient 
• “Routine” total knee 

replacement 2 years ago
• Did all his rehab as asked
• Off pain meds(or maybe still on 

some)
• Still has daily pain
• Was told “x-rays look great!”
• Frustrated
• Sitting in your office looking for 

answers because you referred 
him to the surgeon

• Oh yeah, he’s your last patient 
on a Friday afternoon
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Who’s Crazy? Did someone say Crazy?
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I just want someone to listen…

 I’m here to help you!

 Review common causes of persistent post operative 
pain in both hip and knee replacements

 Extrinsic and Intrinsic issues

 Some overlap between issues for the two joints

 Some unique issues for each one

 Go over things you can do to help get that patient 
started down the path to an answer

Good News
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Knee Extrinsic Causes

 Hip pathology

 Neurologic

 Pes Anserine Bursitis

 Tendinopathy

 Heterotopic Ossification

 Secondary gain/other 
psychological issues

Hip Pathology

• Ask about groin pain
• Internally and externally rotate 

the hip with the patient sitting in 
the chair

• If that elicits pain or patient has 
limited range of motion, get an 
xray
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Neurologic(CRPS)

 Persistent swelling

 Usually warmer

 Pain out of proportion 

 Discoloration

 Skin can appear shiny

 Tremors

 Pain meds

 Neurontin/Lyrica

 Opioids

 PT

 Referral to an 
Interventional Pain 
Specialist

 Spinal Stenosis

 Sciatica

 Peripheral nerve root impingement

 Genicular

 Saphenous

Neurologic
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Pes Anserine Bursitis

 Classically tender to 
palpation right over the 
bursa

 Injection

 PT-iontophoresis

Tendinopathy

 Anterior knee pain

 Point tenderness over 
either tendon

 NSAIDS(topical)

 Occasionally I will inject 
these

 PT-iontophoresis
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Heterotopic Ossification

 Not really common, 
fortunately

 Tough problem to 
overcome

 Needs surgery and 
radiation

 Work Comp Outcomes are inferior pretty much across 
the board

 Brinker, M Bull Hosp Joint Diseases 1998
 Work Comp vs. Non work comp groups

 Objective findings had no significant differences

 Subjective findings(pain and function) were significantly 
different

 Just something I keep in the back of my mind

 I still treat this as a diagnosis of exclusion

Secondary Gain
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Hip Extrinsic Causes

 Bursitis

 Tendonitis

 Heterotopic Ossification

Trochanteric Bursitis

 Very common

 Lateral, can radiate down 
side of leg to knee

 Can’t lie on affected side

 Getting up off low chair, 
toilet or out of car

 Injection

 Usually goes away
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Iliopsoas Tendonitis

 Anterior groin pain with 
active flexion

 Does not radiate down 
leg

 Resisted flexion 
aggravates it

 More common with 
anterior approach THR

 Injection by IR

Hip Heterotopic Ossification

 Much more common 
after THR

 Risk factors: Male, hip 
ankylosis, previous HO

 Pain and decreased range 
of motion

 Bone scan

 Resection if bad enough

 Radiation post op
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 Infection

 Aseptic loosening

 Instability

 Particulate wear(plastic)

 Periprosthetic fracture

 Metal sensitivity

 Malalignment

 Patellar maltracking

Intrinsic Causes

Infection
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Infection

 Causative organism

 50% Staph Aureus

 35% mixed flora

 10% gram –

 5% anaerobes

 P. Acnes(hold cultures for 
14 days)

 Accurate diagnosis is key

 Prognosis related to 
organism profile and host 
factors in most cases

Infection

 No antibiotics until after 
workup

 CRP, Sed Rate, CBC w/diff

 Joint aspiration with 
culture and cell count
 Less than 6 weeks

 >10,000 wbc /90% pmns

 Longer than 6 weeks
 >3,000/ 80% pmns

 Synovasure

 Alpha Defensin

 Antimicrobial peptide 
secreted by neutrophils

 Present even if antibiotics 
have been used

 97% sensitivity

 96% specificity
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 Bone Scan

 Tagged WBC scan

 MRI

 Sutton’s Law

Infection-other tests

Aseptic Loosening
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Aseptic Loosening

 Sometimes subtle, 
sometimes not so subtle 
on xray

 Infection workup 
negative

 Bone scan useful to 
confirm if not sure

 Patient may get sensation 
of it moving

Instability-grossly obvious
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Instability-subtle

 Flexion instability

 More common than we 
would like

 Anterior Pain

 Recurrent effusions

 Down stairs, getting out of a 
low chair or off toilet

 Imbalance between flexion 
and extension spaces

 Hip patients may complain of subluxations

 Also may complain of pain and feeling the prosthesis 
move

 In my experience, they are usually right!

 One caveat-snapping/popping hip could be bursitis 
laterally-put hand on trochanter and have them move 
the hip around

 Rare case may need IT band release

Instability-subtle
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Particulate wear(plastic)

 Sometimes subtle 
changes on xray

 Not seen as commonly 
now because newer 
polyethylene components 
are more resistant to 
wear

Particulate Wear(metal)

 Metal on metal bearing 
surfaces

 Acute Lymphocyte 
Vasculitis Associated 
Lesions(ALVAL)

 Can have massive tissue 
destruction
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Pariculate Wear(metal)

Periprosthetic Fracture
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Metal Sensitivity

 Normal xrays/stable exam

 Persistent pain

 Effusion

 Patients can be miserable

 Have seen multiple docs

 Infection labs normal

 Skin patch testing is not 
that reliable

 Usually have a problem 
with rashes etc. when 
wearing other metal in 
the past

Metal Sensitivity

 Lymphocyte 
Transformation Test

 Measures the amount of 
proliferation of 
lymphocytes after 
exposure to a given 
antigen

 Delayed type 
hypersensitivity
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Malalignment

Patellar Maltracking
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Unresurfaced Patella

 Many causes both extrinsic and intrinsic for post 
operative pain after hip and knee replacement

 Most people are very satisfied with the result of their 
arthroplasty, but some aren’t and they can’t be 
ignored

 I just listen to the patients, most of the time they tell 
me what is wrong

 I keep an open mind on cause of pain until I’m 
satisfied that all logical causes have been ruled out

Summary
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 I hope that I’ve been able to give you some tools to 
use in the office when you have someone who is 
having problems with a total knee or hip

 Start a workup and then call a friendly joint 
replacement surgeon for a second opinion

Summary

Thank You!
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